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1. INTRODUCTION
In the paper [1] R. Kuc era determines the parity of the class number of
any biquadratic field Q(- p, - q), where p and q are different primes,
p#q#1 (mod 4). In this paper we extend methods used in [1] to compute
the parity of the class number of the field Q(- p, - q, - r), where p, q and
r are different primes, all congruent to 1 modulo 4.
We now state our result precisely.
Theorem. Let p, q and r be different primes such that p, q, r#1 (mod 4).
Let h denote the class number of Q(- p, - q, - r).
1. If ( pq)=( pr)=(qr)=&1, fix upq , upr , uqr # Z satisfying u2pq#pq
(mod r), u2pr#pr (mod q), u
2
qr#qr (mod p). Then h is even if and only if
(upqr)(upr q)(uqr p)=&1.
2. If ( pq)=1, ( pr)=(qr)=&1, then the parity of h is the same as
the parity of the class number of the biquadratic field Q(- p, - q).
3. If ( pq)=(qr)=1, ( pr)=&1, then h is even.
4. If ( pq)=( pr)=(qr)=1, then h is even. (Moreover, if we denote
by vpq , vpr , vqr , vpqr the highest exponents of 2 dividing the class number of
Q(- p, - q), Q(- p, - r), Q(- q, - r), Q(- p, - q, - r), respectively, then
vpqr1+vpq+vpr+vqr .)
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2. CYCLOTOMIC UNITS
From here on fix three different primes p, q and r, all congruent to 1
modulo 4. Let E be the group of units in Q(- p, - q, - r). Let us denote
‘n=e2?in for any positive integer n, and !n=‘ (1+n)2n for any positive odd
integer n. By Frob(l, K) we mean the Frobenius automorphism of prime l
on a field K. For any prime l congruent to 1 modulo 4 let bl , cl be such
integers that l&1=2blcl , where 2 |3 cl , and bl2. For this prime l fix a
Dirichlet character modulo l of order 2bl, and denote it by l . Let Rl=
[ \ jl | 0 j<2
bl&2], and R$l=‘2 b l Rl , where \l=e4?icl(l&1) (=‘2 b l&1 ) is a
primitive 2bl&1th root of unity. Then *Rl=*R$l=(l&1)(4cl ) (where *S
denotes the number of elements of the set S ). Further, let /l be a fixed
Dirichlet character modulo l of order 4. Note that for any integer a
satisfying (al )=1 the value /l (a) does not depend on the choice of the
character /l .
Let J=[l # Z | l is a positive prime congruent to 1 modulo 4]. For any
finite subset S of J let (by convention, an empty product is 1)
nS= ‘
l # S
l, ‘S=e2?inS , QS=Q(‘S ), KS=Q([- l | l # S]).
By _l , where l # S, we denote the automorphism determined by Gal(KSKS"[l])
=[1, _l ]. Let us further define
1 if S=<,
=nS={ 1- l NQ SKS (1&‘S ) if S=[l],NQS KS (1&‘S ) if *S>1.
It is easy to see that =nS are units in KS . Let C be the group generated by
&1 and by all conjugates of =nS , where S[p, q, r]. Theorem 1 of [2]
states that [&1, =p , =q , =r , =pq , =pr , =qr , =pqr] is a basis of C, and that
[E : C]=24 } h, where h is the class number of the field Q(- p, - q, - r).
In [1] it is proved that =pq , =pr , =qr are squares in Q(- p, - q, - r),
i.e. there are such units ;pq , ;pr , ;qr in Q(- p, - q, - r) that =pq=;2pq ,
=pr=;2pr , and =qr=;
2
qr . The unit ;pq is defined by the relation ;pq=
>a # Mpq (!
a
pq&!
&a
pq ), where Mpq=[a # Z | 0<a<pq, (aq)=1, p(a) # Rp],
and the units ;pr , ;qr are defined analogously.
In this paragraph we show that =pqr is also a square in Q(- p, - q, - r).
Let us define M=[a # Z | 0<a<pqr, (aq)=(ar)=1, (a) # R], where
=p and R=Rp . For any a # Z satisfying 0<a<pqr and (ap)=(aq)=
(ar)=1 we have either a # M or pqr&a # M. Therefore
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=pqr= >
(ap)=(aq)=(ar)=1
0<a<pqr
(1&‘apqr)= ‘
a # M
(1&‘apqr)(1&‘
&a
pqr )
= ‘
a # M
(1&!2apqr)(1&!
&2a
pqr )= ‘
a # M
(!&apqr &!
a
pqr)(!
a
pqr&!
&a
pqr ).
Since 2 | *M, we can write =pqr=;2pqr , where
;pqr= ‘
a # M
(!apqr&!
&a
pqr ).
Now we have to show that ;pqr # Q(- p, - q, - r). For, let _ be an element
of the Galois group Gal(Q(‘pqr)Q(- p, - q, - r)). Then there is an integer
k such that _(‘pqr)=‘kpqr . We have (kp)=(kq)=(kr)=1, and
;_pqr= ‘
a # M
(!akpqr&!
&ak
pqr )=;pqr } (&1)
*[a # M | (ak)  R],
and since for any d # M the number of elements a of the set M, such that
(a)=(d ), is equal to c(q&1)(r&1)4, which is an even integer, we have
;_pqr=;pqr , i.e. ;pqr # Q(- p, - q, - r).
Thus we have a subgroup of E generated by [&1, =p , =q , =r , ;pq , ;pr ,
;qr , ;pqr] of index h, which implies that h is even if and only if there are
xp , xq , xr , xpq , xpr , xqr , xpqr # [0, 1], such that
’=|=xpp =
xq
q =
xr
r ;
xpq
pq ;
xpr
pr ;
xqr
qr ;
xppr
pqr |{1
is a square in E.
In this paragraph we show that such ’ can exist only if at least one of
xpq , xpr , xqr , xpqr is nonzero. We will use the next statement taken from [2]:
Lemma 2.1. In the notation of the beginning of this section let SJ finite
and l # S. Then
&1 if S=[l],
NKSKS "[l] (=nS )={\ lk+ } =1&Frob(l, K[k] )k if S=[l, k], l{k,=1&Frob(l, KS "[l ] )nS "[l ] if *S>2.
Remark. This lemma implies that
(\=p)1+_p=(\=q)1+_q=(\=r)1+_r=&1;
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hence none of \=p , \=q , \=r could be a square in Q(- p, - q, - r). Since
(\=p =q)1+_p=&=2q , (\=p =r)
1+_p=&=2r , (\=q =r)
1+_q=&=2r ,
none of \=p=q , \=p=r , \=q=r could be a square, and finally nor \=p =q=r
could be a square in Q(- p, - q, - r), because
(\=p =q=r)1+_p=&=2q=
2
r .
3. PRELIMINARIES
Using previous notation let G=Gal(KS Q). We say that a function
f : G  KS is a crossed homomorphism if for all _, { # G,
f (_{)=f (_) f ({)_.
Let us further denote by ES the group of units of the field KS . The following
proposition is taken from [2].
Proposition 3.1. Let = # ES be such that there is a crossed homomorphism
f : G  KS satisfying =1&_=f (_)2 for any _ # G. Then = or &= is a square in KS .
On the other hand, it is easy to see that if ==\’2 for suitable ’ # KS ,
then there is a crossed homomorphism f : G  KS satisfying =1&_=f (_)2
(put f (_)=’1&_).
We now want to formulate a weaker condition, which will be useful in
testing whether given ’ # ES is a square in ES . The following proposition
is our first step. Let us notice that G=Gal(KSQ) can be considered as a
(multiplicative) vector space over F2 with basis [_l | l # S].
Proposition 3.2. Let a function g: [_l | l # S]  KS satisfies the follow-
ing conditions:
\l # S: g(_l )1+_l=1 (1)
\p1 , p2 # S: g(_p1 )
1&_p2=g(_p2 )
1&_p1 (2)
For any positive integer t let St=[k # S | k<t]. Let us define a function
f : G  K_S by
f \ ‘s # V _s+= ‘s # V g(_s)
>k # V & Ss _k,
where V is any subset of S. Then f is a crossed homomorphism.
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Remarks. (1) f |[_l | l # S]=g.
(2) It is easy to see that if such g satisfying (1), (2), exists, then these
conditions are also satisfied by any function g1 , such that g1(_s)g(_s) #
[&1, 1] for each s # S.
We postpone the proof of Proposition 3.2 until we prove some auxiliary
lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. If the conditions in Proposition 3.2 hold for g, and f is
defined in the same way as in Proposition 3.2, then for any automorphism
{ # G and prime l # S
f ({)1&_l=f (_l )1&{.
Proof. Let TS be such that {=>t # T _t . Then
f ({)1&_l= ‘
t # T
f (_t)(1&_l) >s # T & St _s
Now from the condition (2)
f ({)1&_l= ‘
t # T
f (_l ) (1&_t ) >s # T& St _s=f (_l )t # T ((1&_t ) >s # T & St _s)=f (_l )1&{. K
Lemma 3.2. If the conditions in Proposition 3.2 hold for g, and f is
defined in the same way as in Proposition 3.2, then for any automorphism
{ # G and prime l # S
f (_l {)=f (_l ) f ({)_l.
Proof. Let TS be such that {=>t # T _t . Further, let \=>t # T & Sl _t
a |=>t # T"(Sl _ [l]) _t . From the definition of f we have
f ( \_l|)=f (\) f (_l )\ f (|)\_l=f (\) f (|)\ } ( f (_l ) f (|)_l&1) \.
Lemma 3.1 implies that
f (\_l |)=f (\|) } ( f (_l ) f (_l )|&1)\=f (\|) f (_l ) \|.
If l  T then {=\|, and using Lemma 3.1 we get
f (_l {)=f ({) f (_l ){=f ({) f (_l ) f ({)_l&1=f (_l ) f ({)_l.
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Let us consider the second case l # T, i.e., {=\_l|. Then f ({)=f ({_l ) f (_l ){_1.
From the condition (1) follows that f (_l )&_l=f (_l ), hence
f (_l {)=f ({) f (_l )&{_l=f ({) f (_l ){=f ({) f (_l ) f ({)_l&1=f (_l ) f ({)_l
with one more application of Lemma 3.1. K
We are ready to prove Proposition 3.2.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let _, { # G, and let VS be determined by
_=>s # V _s . The case V=< is trivial. Let us suppose that V{<, and
that for every T % V holds
f \\ ‘s # T _s+ {+=f \ ‘s # T _s+ } f ({)
>s # T _s.
Let m=min V, |=>s # V"[m] _s . Then _=_m|, and from the definition of
f we have f (_)=f (_m) f (|)_m. Lemma 3.2 now yields
f (_{)=f (_m|{)=f (_m ) f (|{)_m,
and the induction hypothesis for V"[m] gives
f (_{)=f (_m)( f (|) f ({)|)_m=f (_) f ({)|_m=f (_) f ({)_.
Proposition 3.2 follows. K
We shall now combine Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 into one criterion which
will be often useful in the next section.
Proposition 3.3. If there exists a function g: [_l | l # S]  K _S , which
satisfies =1&_l=g(_l )2 for any l # S and conditions
\l # S: g(_l )1+_l=1 (1)
\p1 , p2 # S: g(_p1 )
1&_p2=g(_p2 )
1&_p1 (2)
then = or &= is the square in KS .
Proof. We must only prove that the crossed homomorphism f induced
by the function g satisfies =1&_=f (_)2 for any _ # G.
For, let _ # G be any automorphism, and let us write it as _=>t # T _t ,
where TS is determined by _. We prove our assertion by induction on
*T. The case T=< is trivial. In the case *T=1 we use the assumption
and the remark after Proposition 3.2. Otherwise, let P and R be proper subsets
of T such that P & R=< and _=> j # P _j } >k # R _k . Let {=> j # P _j and
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|=>k # R _k . Then _={|, and the induction hypothesis gives =1&{=f ({)2
a =1&|=f (|)2. Hence
=1&_==1&{|==1&{(=1&|){=f ({)2 ( f (|)2){=f ({|)2.
The proposition is proved. K
We want to apply this proposition to the case S=[ p, q, r], i.e., to the
octic field KS=Q(- p, - q, - r). In this case the Galois group G=Gal(KSQ)
is generated by the automorphisms _p , _q , _r , so we have to compute how
act these automorphisms on arbitrary unit ’ from the subgroup of E
generated by [&1, =p , =q , =r , ;pq , ;pr , ;qr , ;pqr].
In [1] it is proved that if ( pq)=1 then ;1+_qpq =(vp), where v # Z is
such that v2#q (mod p). This fact we formulate in the following proposi-
tion using the notation introduced in the previous section.
Proposition 3.4. If p, q are primes congruent to 1 modulo 4, and ( pq)=1,
then
;1+_qpq =/p(q).
In this paragraph we prove a similar formula for ;1+_ppq in the case (pq)=&1.
To the end of this section let us assume that =p , R=Rp , and R$=R$p .
Then
;1+_qpq = ‘
q |3 a, (a) # R
0<a<pq
(!apq&!
&a
pq )=!
s
pq ‘
q |3 a, (a) # R
0<a<pq
(1&‘&apq ),
where s=a a with a running through the same set of integers as in the
previous products. It is easy to see that q | s, and that s#(q&1) a a (mod p),
where the last sum is taken over all integers a satisfying 0<a<p, (a) # R.
Thus we have (in all following products a runs over the same set as in the
last sum)
;1+_qpq =\‘a !
qa
pq+
1&Frob(q, Q(‘p ))
&1
‘
a
(1&‘&ap )
1&Frob(q, Q(‘p ))
&1
=‘
a
(!ap&!
&a
p )
1&Frob(q, Q(‘p ))
&1
=‘
a
(!ap&!
&a
p ) ‘
a
(!aq$p &!
&aq$
p )
&1,
where q$ # Z is an inverse of q modulo p. Now multiply both sides of this
equation by
‘
(a)  R$
0<a<p
(ap)=&1
(!ap&!
&a
p )
&1,
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and an easy calculation yields (in all following products we assume also
0<a<p)
;1+_qpq ‘
(a)  R$
(ap)=&1
(!ap&!
&a
p )
&1 ‘
(a) # R
(!aq$p &!
&aq$
p )
= ‘
(a) # R
(!ap&!
&a
p ) ‘
(a)  R$
(ap)=&1
(!ap&!
&a
p )
&1
= ‘
(a) # R _ R$
(!&ap &!
a
p)
&1 ‘
(ap)=1
(!&ap &!
a
p)
=!&a ap } ‘
(a) # R _ R$
(!&ap &!
a
p)
&1 ‘
(ap)=1
(1&‘ap)
= ‘
(a) # R _ R$
(!&ap &!
a
p)
&1 } - p } =p ,
where a in the sum is running over all quadratic residues modulo p satisfying
0<a<p. Now, we define
:(l, s)=(&1)*[0<a<l | l (as) # Rl , l (a) # R$l ]
} (&1)*[0<a(l&1)2 | l (a)  Rl _ R$l ]
for any prime l#1 (mod 4) and any integer s, which is nonresidue modulo l.
Remark. Although we have defined :(l, s) by means of some fixed character
l , from the following proposition it is clear that : does not depend on the
choice of this character.
If we recall that - l => (l&1)2a=1 (!&al &!al ) for any prime l congruent to 1
modulo 4, we can finish our calculations.
;1+_qpq ==p } (&1)
*[0<a<p | (aq) # R, (a) # R$] } (&1)*[0<a( p&1)2 | (a)  R _ R$]
==p } :( p, q).
We have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5. If p, q are primes congruent to 1 modulo 4, and ( pq)=&1,
then
;1+_qpq =:( p, q) =p .
Proposition 3.6. If m, n are quadratic nonresidues modulo p, then
:( p, m) } :( p, n)=&/p(mn).
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Proof. Let us denote *[0<a<p | (am) # R, (a) # R$] by {( p, m)
(it is the exponent of one of the factors in :( p, m)). Let b, c be such integers
that p&1=2b c, where c is odd, and b2. Let g be a primitive root
modulo p satisfying ( g)=‘2b . Then m#gk (mod p), where 0k<p&1.
Write k in the form k=k1 } 2b+k2 , where 0k2<2b, and k2 is an odd
integer. Now
{( p, m)=*[0<a<p | (am) # R, (a) # R$]
=*{x } 2b+y } 0x<c, 0y<2b&1, 2 |3 y, y+k2b <
1
2=
=c } *{y } 0y<2b&1, 2 |3 y, y+k22b <
1
2= .
Let us first consider the case 0k2<2b&1. Then the conditions on y are
equivalent to 0( y&1)2<2b&2&(k2+1)2, where y is odd. Hence {( p, m)
=c } (2b&2&(k2+1)2). If 2b&1k2<2b, then the above conditions are
equivalent to 2b&2>( y&1)22b&1&(k2+1)2, where again y is odd.
We obtain {( p, m)=c } ((k2+1)2&2b&2). Thus in both cases we have
(note that the result still depends on the choice of )
(&1){ ( p, m)=1  {k2#1 (mod 4)k2#3 (mod 4)
if 8 |3 ( p&1)
if 8 | ( p&1)
.
If we now put /=2b&2, then / is a Dirichlet character modulo p of order 4. We
can reformulate the previous statement as (&1){ ( p, m)=(&1)( p&1)4 } i/(m).
From this equation and from the fact that (&1)*[0<a( p&1)2 | (a)  R _ R$]
(the second factor in :( p, m)) does not depend on m we have
:( p, m) } :( p, n)=((&1)( p&1)4 } i/(m))((&1)( p&1)4 } i/(n))=&/(mn).
Since mn is a quadratic residue modulo p, we have /(mn)=/p(mn), and the
proposition is proved. K
Proposition 3.7. If p, q, r are primes congruent to 1 modulo 4, then
;1+_qpqr =;
1&Frob(q, Q(- p, - r))
pr .
Proof.
;1+_qpqr = ‘
q |3 a, (ar)=1
0<a<pqr
(a) # R
(!apqr&!
&a
pqr )=!
s
pqr ‘
q |3 a, (ar)=1
0<a<pqr
(a) # R
(1&‘&apqr ),
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where s=a a with a running through the same set as in the previous
products. It is easy to see that q | s, r | s, and that s#(q&1) a a(mod pr),
where the last sum is taken over integers a satisfying 0<a<pr, (a) # R,
(ar)=1. Hence (in all following products runs a through the same set as
in the previous sum)
;1+_qpqr =\‘a !
qa
pqr+
1&Frob(q, Q(‘pr ))
&1
‘
a
(1&‘&apr )
1&Frob(q, Q(‘pr ))
&1
=‘
a
(!qapqr&!
&qa
pqr )
1&Frob(q, Q(‘pr ))
&1
=;1&Frob(q, Q(‘pr ))&1pr .
Since ;pr # Q(- p, - r), we have ;1&Frob(q, Q(‘pr ))
&1
pr =;
1&Frob(q, Q(- p, - r))
pr ,
and the proposition is proved.
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
In this section we prove the theorem stated in the introduction. First, we
state the main result from [1], which will be useful in our considerations.
Proposition 4.1. Let p and q be different primes such that p#q#1
(mod 4). Let h be the class number of Q(- p, - q).
1. If ( pq)=&1, then h is odd.
2. If ( pq)=1, then h is even, if and only if /q( p)=/p(q).
Remark. In [1] it is shown that if ( pq)=&1, then in the group of
units of the biquadratic field Q(- p, - q) does not exist any unit of the
form |=xpp =
xq
q ;
xpq
pq |{1, where xp , xq , xpq # [0, 1], which is a square of
another unit (here ;2pq==pq). In the case ( pq)=1 it is proved that such
unit exists if and only if /q( p)=/p(q), and that this unit is equal to | ;pq |,
if /q( p)=/p(q)=1, and to |=p=q ;pq |, if /q( p)=/p(q)=&1.
Consider now a unit
’=|=xpp =
xq
q =
xr
r ;
xpq
pq ;
xpr
pr ;
xqr
qr ;
xpqr
pqr |{1,
where xp , xq , xr , xpq , xpr , xqr , xpqr # [0, 1]. We have proved earlier that,
in order to ’ be a square in E, at least one of xpq , xpr , xqr , xpqr should be
nonzero, and there should exist a function g: [_p , _q , _r]  Q(- p, - q, - r)
satisfying ’1&_=g(_)2 for any _ # [_p , _q , _r] and conditions (1), (2).
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Let us now consider four cases separately:
v ( pq)=( pr)=(qr)=&1
v ( pq)=1, ( pr)=(qr)=&1
v ( pq)=( pr)=1, (qr)=&1
v ( pq)=( pr)=(qr)=1.
At first, let us suppose that ( pq)=( pr)=(qr)=1.
By Proposition 3.7 we have ;1+_ppqr =;
1+_q
pqr =;
1+_r
pqr =1. Let g(_p)=g(_q)
=g(_r)=;pqr . It is now easy to see that the conditions of Proposition 3.3
are satisfied, therefore ’=|;pqr | is the required square in E. We have
proved that in this case the class number h of the field Q(- p, - q, - r) is
an even number. Moreover, if we denote by vpq , vpr , vqr the dyadic valua-
tion of the class number of Q(- p, - q), Q(- p, - r), Q(- q, - r),
respectively, we show that 21+vpq+vpr+vqr | h. For different j, k # [ p, q, r]
let Ejk denote group of units of the biquadratic field Q(- j , - k). If
[Ejk : (&1, =j , =k , ;jk )]=2vjk } l, where 2 |3 l, then it is easy to see that there
exists a unit *jk # E, for which [Ejk : (&1, =j , =k , *jk )]=l where *2
v jk
jk =
|;jk=cjj =
ck
k |, for suitable cj , ck # Z. Then
[E : (&1, =p , =q , =r , *pq , *pr , *qr , ;pqr )]=h(2vpq+vpr+vqr ).
Since we have proved that |;pqr | is a square in E, we have 21+vpq+vpr+vqr | h.
Consider now the case ( pq)=(qr)=1, ( pr)=&1. An easy calculation
yields
’1&_p=(&=2p)
xp } (;2pq } /q( p))
xpq } (:(r, p) =&1r ;
2
pr)
xpr } (/q(r) } ;&2qr ;
2
pqr)
xpqr
’1&_q=(&=2q)
xq } (;2pq } /p(q))
xpq } ( ;2qr } /r(q))
xqr } (;2pqr)
xpqr
’1&_r=(&=2r )
xr } (;2qr } /q(r))
xqr } (:( p, r) =&1p ;
2
pr)
xpr } (/q( p) } ;&2pq ;
2
pqr)
xpqr.
From these equations follows that a necessary condition in order to ’ be
a square in E is xpr=0. Let
g(_p)==xpp } ;
xpq
pq } ;
&1
qr } ;pqr
g(_q)==xqq } ;
xpq
pq } ;
xqr
qr } ;pqr
g(_r)==xrr } ;
xqr
qr } ;
&1
pq } ;pqr .
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Conditions (1) and (2) yield after some calculations conditions
1=g(_p)1+_p=(&1)xp } /q( p)xpq } ;&2qr } /q(r) } ;
2
qr=(&1)
xp } /q( p)xpq } /q(r)
1=g(_q)1+_q=(&1)xq } /p(q)xpq } /r(q)xqr
1=g(_r)1+_r=(&1)xr } /q(r)xqr } ;&2pq } /q( p) } ;
2
pq=(&1)
xr } /q(r)xqr } /q( p),
and
/p(q)xpq } /r(q)=/q( p)xpq } /q(r)
/r(q)xqr } /p(q)=/q(r)xqr } /q( p).
A necessary condition for ’ being a square in E is therefore
/q(r) } /r(q)=/q( p) } /p(q).
If /q(r)=/r(q) or /q( p)=/p(q), the h is even already by the remark after
Proposition 4.1. Otherwise if /q(r){/r(q) and /q( p){/p(q), then by
the conditions above xpq=xqr=1, and also xp=xq=xr , where (&1)xp=
/q( p) /q(r). With these settings are conditions (1), (2) satisfied, and ’ is
therefore a square in C, i.e., the class number h is in this case even.
Let us now suppose ( pq)=1, (qr)=( pr)=&1. At first, let xpqr=0.
Then we have again by Propositions 3.4 and 3.5
’1&_p=(&=2p)
xp } ( ;2pq } /q( p))
xpq } (:(r. p) =&1r ;
2
pr)
xpr
’1&_q=(&=2q)
xq } (;2pq } /p(q))
xpq } (:(r, q) =&1r ;
2
qr)
xqr
’1&_r=(&=2r )
xr } (:( p, r) =&1p ;
2
pr)
xpr } (:(q, r) =&1q ;
2
qr)
xqr.
Here, ’1&_p , ’1&_q and ’1&_r must be squares in E. From this condition
follows that xpr=xqr=xr=0. Thus we get ’ # Q(- p, - q). In the case
xpqr=1 we have
’1&_p=(&=2p)
xp } (;2pq } /q( p))
xpq } (:(r, p) =&1r ;
2
pr)
xpr } (:(q, r) =q;&2qr ;
2
pqr),
which cannot be a square in E(\=q=&1r is not a square according to the
remark after Lemma 2.1). Hence we have proved that ’ is a square in
Q(- p, - q, - r) if and only if it is a square in Q(- p, - q), which implies
that the parity of the class number h of the field Q(- p, - q, - r) is the
same as the parity of the class number of the field Q(- p, - q).
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Let us now consider the last (most difficult) case ( pq)=(qr)=( pr)
=&1. Using Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 we get ;1&_ppqr =&:(r, q) } :(q, r)
=&1q =
&1
r } ;
2
pqr , and
’1&_p=(&=2p)
xp } (:(q, p) =&1q ;
2
pq)
xpq (:(r, p) =&1r ;
2
pr)
xpr
_(&:(r, q) } :(q, r) =&1q =
&1
r } ;
2
pqr)
xpqr.
The relations for ’1&_q and ’1&_r we get by the symmetry. At first, let us
suppose that xpqr=0. Again, from the remark after Lemma 2.1 we get
xpq=xpr=0, and xp=0. By the symmetry we finally get ’ # Q. Hence
xpqr=1. The same argument as above gives that xpq=xpr=1, and
symmetrically also xqr=1. Using Proposition 3.6 we have
’1&_p=(&1) } (&=2p)
xp } /q( pr) } /r( pq) } =&2q =
&2
r ;
2
pq;
2
pr ;
2
pqr .
Let sp=/r( pq) } /q( pr), sq=/r( pq) } /p(qr), sr=/q( pr) } /p(qr). It is clear
that necessary conditions for ’ being a square in E are (&1)xp=&sp ,
(&1)xq=&sq , and (&1)xr=&sr , and that for sp , sq , sr holds true the
identity spsq=sr . From this follows that either sp=sq=sr=1 or exactly
one of sp , sq , sr is equal to 1, and the others are equal to &1. Let us now
consider these two cases separately.
sp=sq=sr=1. From the conditions above we get xp=xq=xr=1. It
is easy to see that the unique possible definition of the function g (up to
the uninteresting sign) is
g(_p)==p =&1q =
&1
r ;pq;pr;pqr
g(_q)==&1p =q=
&1
r ;pq;qr;pqr
g(_r)==&1p =
&1
q =r;pr;qr;pqr .
Then we have
g(_p)1+_p==1+_pp =
&2
q =
&2
r ;
1+_p
pq ;
1+_p
pr ;
1+_p
pqr =(&1) } =
&2
q =
&2
r } (:(q, p) =q)
_(:(r, p) =r) } (&:(r, q) =r } :(q, r) =q)=sp=1.
Symmetrically also g(_p)1+_q=g(_r)1+_r=1. The condition (1) from
Proposition 3.3 is thus satisfied. Further,
g(_p)1&_q=(=1&_qq )
&1 (;1&_qpq )(;
1&_q
pqr )
=(&=&2q ) } (;
2
pq:( p, q) =
&1
p ) } (&:( p, r) :(r, p) =
&1
p =
&1
r ;
2
pqr)
==&2p =
&2
q =
&1
r ;
2
pq } /p(qr) } :(r, p) } ;
2
pqr ,
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and by the symmetry
g(_q)1&_p==&2p =
&2
q =
&1
r ;
2
pq } /q( pr) } :(r, q) } ;
2
pqr .
Then the condition (2) yields that /p(qr) } :(r, p)=/q( pr) } :(r, q). Since
sr=1, we have /p(qr)=/q( pr), and this condition can be written as
:(r, p)=:(r, q), i.e. by Proposition 3.6 /r( pq)=&1.
This calculation can be carried out symmetrically, and we get by the
Proposition 3.3 that ’=|=p =q=r;pq;pr;qr;pqr | is a square in E if and only
if /r( pq)=/q( pr)=/p(qr)=&1.
Exactly one of sp , sq , sr is equal to 1. We can assume that sp=1,
sq=sr=&1. Then xp=1, xq=0, xr=0, and ’=|=p ;pq;pr;qr;pqr |. Again,
the unique possible definition of g is
g(_p)==p =&1q =
&1
r ;pq;pr;pqr
g(_q)==&1p =
&1
r ;pq;qr;pqr
g(_r)==&1p =
&1
q ;pr;qr ;pqr .
Note that in this case we have a symmetry between q and r. Let us first
check the condition (1). As in the above case we have g(_p)1+_p=sp=1,
and from the analogy with the above case we get g(_q)1+_q=sq } =&1&_qq
=1. By the symmetry we have also g(_r)1+_r=1. Let us now consider the
condition (2). As before, we have
g(_p)1&_q==&2p =
&2
q =
&1
r ;
2
pq } /p(qr) } :(r, p) } ;
2
pqr ,
and also
( g(_q) =q)1&_p==&2p =
&2
q =
&1
r ;
2
pq } /q( pr) } :(r, q) } ;
2
pqr .
From these equations we get g(_q)1&_q=g(_q)1&_p if and only if /p(qr) } :(r, p)
=/q( pr) } :(r, q), which is equivalent to :(r, p)=&:(r, q). We can write
this condition using Proposition 3.6 as /r( pq)=1. By the symmetry
we have a condition /q( pr)=1. Now we determine the condition for
g(_q)1&_r=g(_r)1&_q. We have
( g(_q) =q)1&_r==&1p =
&2
q =
&2
r ;
2
qr } /q( pr) } :( p, q) } ;
2
pqr ,
and
( g(_r) =r)1&_q==&1p =
&2
q =
&2
r ;
2
qr } /r( pq) } :( p, r) } ;
2
pqr .
Since =1&_rq ==
1&_q
r =1, we get the condition /q( pr) } :( p, q)=/r( pq) }
:( p, r). Further, since /q( pr) } /r( pq)=sp=1, we have :( p, q)=:( p, r), and
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this is by Proposition 3.6 equivalent to /p(qr)=&1. By the Proposition 3.3
we have that in this case of sp , sq and sr the unit ’=|=p ;pq;pr;qr ;pqr | is a
square in E if and only if /r( pq)=/q( pr)=1, and /p(qr)=&1.
Putting this case together with the former one and with its symmetrical
analogies, we obtain the assertion of the remaining part of the theorem.
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